
9 Game Setup Guide 9
The Dear Boss expansion provides three modular decks which allow you to customize 

the balance of your Letters from Whitechapel™ game. This Game Setup Guide explains 
how to best use the decks, along with the optional rules from the base game and this 
expansion, to find the optimal configuration between the Jack player and the Police 
players for your group.

First Game
Add the Policeman cards to the Letters from Whitechapel™ base game. During step 8 

of setup, when distributing the Reference sheets, also distribute the Policeman cards of 
the corresponding color. The Policeman cards assist the Police.

Second Game
When setting up the second game, consider how the first game went: 

It Was an Easy Victory for Jack
If the first game resulted in an easy victory for Jack, add the Jack Suspect cards and 

Policeman cards to the Letters from Whitechapel™ base game. Do not use the Potential 
Victim cards. 

During step 4 of setup, Jack takes all of the Jack Suspect cards marked as level 1, 
shuffles them, and draws one at random. The remaining cards are returned to the game 
box. Jack keeps this card behind the Jack screen; the information it contains is known 
only to Jack. The Jack Suspect cards assist the Police.

During step 8 of setup, when distributing the Reference sheets, also distribute the 
Policeman cards of the corresponding color. 

It Was an Easy Victory for the Police
If the first game resulted in an easy victory for the Police, add the Potential Victim 

cards to the Letters from Whitechapel™ base game. Do not use the Jack Suspect cards or 
Policeman cards.

Immediately after step 5 of setup, Jack shuffles the Potential Victim cards and draws 
eight at random. The remaining cards are returned to the game box. The Potential 
Victim cards assist Jack.

It Was a Balanced Game 
If the first game felt equally challenging for both Jack and the Police, add the Potential 

Victim cards and the Policeman cards to the Letters from Whitechapel™ base game. 
Immediately after step 5 of setup, Jack shuffles the Potential Victim cards and draws 

eight at random. The remaining cards are returned to the game box.
During step 8 of setup, when distributing the Reference sheets, also distribute the 

Policeman cards of the corresponding color.

Third Game
When setting up the third game, consider how the first two games went, then add any 

cards you have not yet used, as follows:

Jack Dominated Both Games
If you have not yet tried the Jack Suspect cards, add the following to the Letters from 

Whitechapel™ base game: Policeman cards, Potential Victim cards, and the level 1 Jack 
Suspect cards.

If you have not yet tried the Potential Victim cards, add the following to the Letters 
from Whitechapel™ base game: Policeman cards, Potential Victim cards, and the level 2 
Jack Suspect cards.

 
Police Dominated Both Games

If you have not yet tried the Jack Suspect cards, add the following to the Letters from 
Whitechapel™ base game: Policeman cards, Potential Victim cards, and the level 1 Jack 
Suspect cards.

If you have not yet tried the Potential Victim cards, add the following to the Letters 
from Whitechapel™ base game: Policeman cards and Potential Victim cards. 

Subsequent Games
Now that you have played with all of the available decks in the Dear Boss expansion, 

you have a good idea of how they help and hinder each side during a game of Letters 
from Whitechapel™. This section lists all of the decks and optional rules which offer 
assistance to Jack or to the Police, in increasing order of assistance. 

To Assist the Police
1 Add the Policeman cards from the Dear Boss expansion.

2 Add the Jack Suspect cards from the Dear Boss expansion; the difficulty 
level for Jack ranges from 1 to 4.

3 Give all detectives the Rushing ability from the Letters from Whitechapel™ 
optional rules.

4 Give all detectives the Cry Havoc ability from the Dear Boss expansion.

5 Use the Catch Me, If You Can optional rule from Letters from 
Whitechapel™.

6 Use the I Know Your Address optional rule from Letters from 
Whitechapel™.

7 Give all detectives the Area Arrests ability from the Letters from 
Whitechapel™ optional rules.

To Assist Jack
1 Add the Potential Victim cards from the Dear Boss expansion.

2 Use the Jack’s Letters optional rules from Letters from Whitechapel™.

3 Use the False Clues optional rules from Letters from Whitechapel™.

When you are familiar with all of the options and various combinations of decks and 
rules, you will be able to tailor any game of Letters from Whitechapel™ to your group’s 
preference and skill level, as all of the decks in Dear Boss are modular and can be used 
in any combination. 

At the beginning of each game, you can use the Game Options Sheet to note which 
optional rules and decks are currently in play. Moreover, by keeping these sheets and 
noting down the results of the corresponding games, you can vary the available options 
until you reach the perfect balance for each of your gaming groups.
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9 Game Options Sheet 9
Photocopy this sheet before use. At the beginning of the game, fill in this sheet by noting down which cards and optional rules are in play. This information is available to all 

players at any time. If you keep this sheet after each game has ended, you will have a record of your games which you can use when determining the perfect balance for each of 
your gaming groups.
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 OPTIONS THAT ASSIST THE POLICE

1

Policeman Cards: Add the Policeman cards from the Dear Boss 
expansion. 
The ability on each Policeman card can be activated when that player 
is the current Head of Investigation.

2

Jack Suspect Cards: Add the Jack Suspect cards from the Dear Boss 
expansion and mark the level of difficulty used: 
 1    2    3    4    Random 
Jack must respect the limitations imposed by the card, including 
choice of Hideout, choice of Wretched, and other listed restrictions.

3

Rushing: Assign the Rushing ability from Letters from 
Whitechapel™ to all detectives. 
During Hunting, phase 3, each Policeman miniature can move  
1 additional Crossing instead of looking for clues or executing  
an arrest.

4

Cry Havoc: Assign the Cry Havoc ability from Dear Boss to all 
detectives. 
During Hunting, phase 2, a Policeman miniature can move exactly one 
Crossing to move a Patrolling Constable miniature (green, brown, or 
red) one Crossing.

5

Catch Me, If You Can: Use the Catch Me, If You Can optional rule 
from Letters from Whitechapel™ and the Hideout Generator. 
Jack cannot choose a location adjacent to a red numbered circle as his 
Hideout.

6

I Know Your Address: Use the I Know Your Address optional rule 
from Letters from Whitechapel™. 
During Hell, phase 3, if the Head of the Investigation is Swanson 
(brown) or Abberline (red), the Head of Investigation can immediately 
execute an arrest at any numbered circle on the board. If that is Jack’s 
Hideout, the detectives win the game.

7

Area Arrests: Give all detectives the Area Arrests ability from the 
Letters from Whitechapel™ optional rules. 
During Hunting, phase 3, when executing an arrest, the detective 
announces all of the numbered circles adjacent to his Policeman 
miniature’s position.

 OPTIONS THAT ASSIST JACK

1

Potential Victim Cards: Add the Potential Victim cards from the Dear 
Boss expansion. These eight numbered circles on the Potential Victim 
cards are treated as red numbered circles for the rest of the game. 
During Hell, phase 8, the Potential Victim card with the numbered 
circle closest to the Crime Scene marker is activated and its ability 
takes effect.

2

Jack’s Letters: Use the Jack’s Letters optional rules from Letters 
from Whitechapel™. On the second, third, and fourth Nights, Jack can 
use one Letter to change the position of the Police Patrol tokens during 
the phase indicated by the Letter.

3

False Clues: Use the False Clues optional rules from Letters from 
Whitechapel™. For every five yellow Clue markers Jack reveals to the 
Police during any given Night, he gains a blue False Clue marker. At 
the start of Hunting, phase 3, Jack can place a False Clue marker on 
any numbered circle to block a Policeman from looking for clues or 
executing an arrest there for the rest of the Night.

DATE

WINNER

JACK PLAYER (NAME)

RED POLICEMAN PLAYER (NAME)

YELLOW POLICEMAN PLAYER (NAME)

GREEN POLICEMAN PLAYER (NAME)

BLUE POLICEMAN PLAYER (NAME)

BROWN POLICEMAN PLAYER (NAME)


